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Abstract

Oligoadenylate synthetases (OAS) are interferon-induced enzymes that participate in the first line of defense against
a wide range of viral infection in animals. Upon activation by viral double-stranded RNA, OAS synthesizes (2–5)
oligoadenylates, which activate RNase L, leading to the nonspecific degradation of cellular and viral RNA. Some association
studies in humans suggest that variation at one of the OAS genes, OAS1, could be influencing host susceptibility to viral
infection. We assessed the diversity of OAS1 in hominoid primates with a focus on chimpanzees. We found that the OAS1
gene is extremely polymorphic in Central African chimpanzee and exhibits levels of silent and replacement diversity much
higher than neutral regions of the chimpanzee genome. This level of variation strongly suggests that balancing selection is
acting on OAS1, and indeed, this conclusion was validated by several tests of neutrality. We further demonstrated that
balancing selection has been acting at this locus since the split between chimpanzees, humans, and gorillas (;8.6 Ma) and
caused the persistence of two deeply divergent allelic lineages in Central African chimpanzees. These two groups of OAS1
alleles differ by a large number of amino acids (a.a.), including several a.a. putatively involved in RNA binding. It is therefore
very likely that variation at the OAS1 locus affects the innate immune response of individuals to specific viral infection. Our
data strongly suggest that interactions between viral RNA and OAS1 are responsible for the maintenance of ancestral
polymorphisms at this locus for at least 13.2 My.
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Introduction
Organisms and their microbial pathogens are engaged in
a permanent conflict that has dramatically affected the
evolution of their genes and genomes (Woolhouse et al.
2002; Hill 2006; Worobey et al. 2007). The pattern of evo-
lution of immunity genes can tell us a great deal about the
nature of host–pathogen interactions because these inter-
actions leave the signature of natural selection on immu-
nity genes. For instance, some host-response genes show
a high rate of replacement substitutions relative to synon-
ymous substitutions resulting from the succession of selec-
tive sweeps of resistance alleles. Some other genes, such as
genes of the major histocompatibilty complex (MHC), are
maintained in a polymorphic equilibrium either because
heterozygote genotypes have a selective advantage or be-
cause variations in frequency of pathogenic strains cause
cyclic changes in the frequency of resistance alleles
(Figueroa et al. 1988; Lawlor et al. 1988; Mayer et al.
1988; Edwards et al. 1997). The evolutionary analysis of im-
munity genes is of crucial biomedical importance because
polymorphisms at those genes can account for differences
in susceptibility to infection (Worobey et al. 2007). For in-
stance, deletion D32 in the CCR5 gene confers resistance to
infection with HIV-1 (Liu et al. 1996), and Human Leucocyte
antigen class I alleles influence the clinical outcome of ex-
posure to Dengue fever virus (Stephens et al. 2002). How-

ever, for most infections, in particular viral infections, the
genetic factor(s) responsible for differences in susceptibility
have not been identified.

Oligoadenylate synthetases (OAS) are interferon-
inducible enzymes that are found in all animals, from
sponges to mammals. OASs participate in the first line
of defense against a wide range of viral infections (for re-
views on OAS, see Goodbourn et al. 2000; Hovanessian and
Justesen 2007). Upon infection, OAS genes are upregulated
by interferon and are activated by a double-stranded (ds)
RNA-mediated process. Production of dsRNA by a virus is
believed to be the trigger of oligoadenylate synthesis in
infected cells. Activated OAS proteins synthesize, from
ATP, 2#,5#-linked oligoadenylates. Oligoadenylate mole-
cules activate RNase L, which, in turn, degrades cellular
and viral RNA thus preventing viral replication. In addition,
the activation of RNase L by oligoadenylates leads to a stim-
ulation of transcription for a number of genes that suppress
viral replication (Malathi et al. 2005). In humans, the OAS
gene family has three enzymatically active copies, OAS1,
OAS2, and OAS3, resulting from duplication events that oc-
curred before the origin of mammals (Kumar et al. 2000).
OAS1 is upregulated during the early stage of infection by
a wide range of viruses and has been shown to play an an-
tiviral role during infection with encephalomyocarditis vi-
rus, vaccinia virus, respiratory syncytial virus, and HIV-1
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(Gribaudo et al. 1991; Schroder et al. 1994; Diaz-Guerra
et al. 1997; Behera et al. 2002). Because OAS proteins in-
teract directly with viral RNAs, it is plausible that changes
in the OAS proteins can affect the protection conferred by
the OAS pathway. Although the interactions between OAS
proteins and dsRNAs seem relatively nonspecific, it has
been suggested that polymorphisms at the OAS1 gene
can affect host susceptibility to specific viral infection.
Two studies have reported an association between single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in OAS1 and the out-
come of infection with hepatitis C, West Nile virus, and
the virus that causes severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) (Knapp et al. 2003; Hamano et al. 2005; Lim
et al. 2009). In another study, an SNP at a splice acceptor
site in the OAS1 gene was shown to be responsible for var-
iations of the enzymatic activity of OAS1, thus demonstrat-
ing that a polymorphism in the OAS1 gene has a direct
phenotypic effect (Bonnevie-Nielsen et al. 2005). However,
the significance of these studies is difficult to assess without
a better understanding of the evolutionary history of the
OAS1 gene in human and related species.

Because OAS1 plays a major role in antiviral resistance,
we decided to examine its evolution and diversity in hom-
inoid primates. OAS1 was sequenced in all species of hom-
inoid primates with a focus on the common chimpanzee,
for which individuals from three of the four subspecies
were analyzed. We found that the OAS1 gene is extraordi-
narily variable in Central African chimpanzees and that
some polymorphisms are older than the split between
chimp, gorilla, and human, ;8.6 Ma (Steiper and Young
2006). We determined that this pattern of variation results
from the action of long-term balancing selection.

Materials and Methods

Sampling
We obtained DNA from 37 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes),
including representative of the Central African subspecies,
P. t. troglodytes (7 individuals), the Eastern African subspe-
cies, P. t. schweinfurthii (3 individuals), and the Western Af-
rican subspecies P. t. verus (26 Individuals). An additional
individual carrying a ‘‘Nigerian’’ mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) haplotype, possibly belonging to the P. t. ellioti
subspecies, was sequenced but is not included in our
analysis as inferences made from a single individual are
not meaningful. The list of individuals and their origin is
available as supplementary table 1 (Supplementary Mate-
rial online). A number of the individuals used in this
study had been previously analyzed for their mtDNA, Y
chromosome, and autosomal microsatellites (supplemen-
tary table 1, Supplementary Material online). When neces-
sary, the subspecific origin of individuals was confirmed by
sequencing of the mtDNA control region. In addition, we
analyzed eight humans of various ethnic origins (Homo
sapiens), seven bonobos (Pan paniscus), three gorillas (Go-
rilla gorilla), two orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus), five olive
baboons (Papio anubis), and one Rhesus macaque (Macaca
mulatta).

Sequencing and Haplotype Determination
The coding sequence of the p42 isoform (containing exons
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) of the OAS1 gene was obtained for all
individuals. Each exon was amplified independently by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers located
in introns. OAS1 belongs to a multigenic family, yet the
three copies (OAS1, 2, and 3) originated before the mam-
malian radiation and are so divergent that primers located
in introns are unambiguously locus specific. The PCR prod-
ucts were treated with Shrimp alkaline phosphatase and
exonuclease I, followed by phenol/chloroform extraction
and ethanol precipitation. The PCR products were directly
sequenced using the Big-Dye terminator chemistry by Mac-
rogen (Seoul, Korea). Haplotypes were inferred by the
method of Stephens et al. (2001) implemented in the pro-
gram PHASE. Individuals with the lowest probability of cor-
rect haplotype call were selected for further experimental
haplotyping. Experimental haplotyping was accomplished
by amplifying long fragments that encompass polymor-
phisms for which the linkage is unclear. Individual clones
were then sequenced allowing the determination of the
chromosomal phase by comparison with the diploid
sequence. The molecular information obtained for the in-
dividuals with the lowest PHASE call was then incorporated
into the PHASE analysis, and an additional round of statis-
tical inference was performed. This procedure was repeated
until 95% of the individuals had a PHASE call with a con-
fidence interval higher than 95%. Because each exon is am-
plified independently, we verified that they all belonged to
the same gene and not to some unidentified OAS1-related
locus. To this end, we sequenced the OAS1 cDNA in two
individuals carrying the two major classes of alleles (see Re-
sults). Chimpanzee cell cultures were purchased from the
Coriell repository. The two cultures we obtained were from
a bonobo (Pan paniscus) and from a Western African chim-
panzee (P. t. verus). Cultures were propagated using
Dulbecco’s modified eagles medium with specific percen-
tages of heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. The cells were
grown until confluent and then induced overnight using
recombinant interferon-a. Total RNA was extracted using
Trizol, followed by phenol/chloroform extractions and eth-
anol precipitations. The RNA was treated with DNase, and
its integrity was checked on a 2% agarose gel stained with
ethidium bromide. cDNA was generated by reverse tran-
scription of the total RNA with Moloney murine leukemia
virus reverse transcriptase and then using DNA polymerase
for the second strand synthesis. The most common isoform
of OAS1 (isoform p42) was amplified by PCR, purified, and
sequenced. The list of primers used for amplification is
available on request from the corresponding author.
Sequences are available in the EMBL database under acces-
sion number FM163403.1–FM163432.1.

Data Analysis
Sequences were aligned and manipulated using the BioEdit
platform (Hall 1999). Because OAS1 belongs to a multigenic
family, we tested the possibility that gene conversion be-
tween OAS1 and OAS2 or OAS3 could have affected the
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sequence of OAS1 alleles using the method of Sawyer
(1989) implemented in the GENECONV program. The nu-
cleotide diversity in OAS1 was estimated using the param-
eters p and Watterson’s h. Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) and Fu
and Li’s (Fu and Li 1993) were calculated to assess the effect
of selection on polymorphisms. Statistical significance of
these parameters was assessed by coalescent simulations
with the software HKA (http://genfaculty.rutgers.edu/
hey/software#HKA) with 10,000 iterations. We tested for
selection using the Hudson–Kreitman–Aguade test
(HKA test; Hudson et al. 1987). This test is based on the
assumption that, under neutrality, polymorphism and
divergence should be the same across the genome. The test
compares the ratio of polymorphism to divergence be-
tween a gene of interest and a neutral region of the
genome. If the difference between the two ratios is signif-
icant using a goodness-of-fit test, we can reject the hypoth-
esis of neutrality. To take into account interloci variation,
we performed a multilocus HKA (implemented in J. Hey’s
HKA software) using 50 noncoding regions sequenced by
Yu et al. (2003). We also tested the hypothesis that under
neutrality, the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous
polymorphism within species is identical to the ratio of
nonsynonymous to synonymous fixed differences (i.e.,
MK test; McDonald and Kreitman 1991). We calculated
the neutrality index (N.I.) (Rand and Kann 1996) defined
as N.I. 5 (number of polymorphic replacement/number
of fixed replacement)/(number of polymorphic silent
sites/number of fixed silent sites). Under neutrality, this ra-
tio should be equal to one. The extent of linkage disequi-
librium (LD) was assessed by calculating the correlations
(R2) for all pairwise comparisons between SNPs. Significant
correlations were determined with v2 tests using a Bonfer-
roni correction. The four-gamete test (Hudson and Kaplan
1985) was also used to estimate the minimum number of
recombination events in our sample. Population genetics
calculations were performed using the DnaSP program.
Synonymous (ds) and nonsynonymous (dn) distances, as
well as their ratio x, were estimated by maximum likeli-
hood using the model of Yang and Nielsen (2000) imple-
mented in PAML (Yang 2000). The time to the most recent
common ancestor (TMRCA) and its deviation was assessed
using two methods. First, we used the method imple-
mented in NETWORK 4.5 (Bandelt et al. 1999) based on
the average distance from the root (Morral et al. 1994).
Usually, mutation rates are inferred using the number of
fixed difference between the species of interest and an out-
group. This approach can, however, result in an underes-
timation of the mutation rate in the case of very deep allelic
divergence in the focal species. Thus, we used two esti-
mates, one based on the average divergence between chim-
panzee OAS1 and orangutan (used as an outgroup) and
one calculated from the number of fixed differences be-
tween human (a species for which we found no divergent
alleles) and orangutan, assuming a separation time of
orangutan and African apes of 18.3 My (Steiper and Young
2006). Additional mutation rates were estimated using ba-
boon or macaque as outgroup, but they did not have any

significant impact on the analysis (data not shown). A sec-
ond estimate of the TMRCA was calculated using a maxi-
mum-likelihood coalescent method implemented in
GENETREE (Griffiths and Tavare 1994). Mutation rates
were inferred as described above, and a generation time
of 20 years was assumed. Using these assumptions, the co-
alescence time and its standard deviation (SD), scaled in
2Ne units, was converted into time. Recombinant haplo-
types were removed from the TMRCA calculations.

Results
We assessed the variation of the OAS1 gene in a sample of
37 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) representing three of
the four recognized subspecies: the Western African chim-
panzee, P. t. verus (26 individuals), the Central African
chimpanzee, P. t. troglodytes (7 individuals), and the Eastern
African chimpanzee, P. t. schweinfurthii (3 individuals). For
comparison, OAS1 sequences were obtained from seven
bonobos (P. paniscus), three gorillas (G. gorilla), two orang-
utans (P. pygmaeus), and eight humans from various ethnic
origins.

Patterns of Nucleotide Diversity in OAS1
We identified a total of 29 SNPs at 28 positions in common
chimpanzees (fig. 1). Twenty of those SNPs result in
changes at the amino acid level. As the OAS1 gene is
335 amino acids long, it means that 6 % of all amino acid
positions are variable in this species, which is remarkably
high for a mammalian gene. Because this number of mu-
tations is unusually elevated, we verified experimentally
that the exons that were amplified independently by
PCR belong to the same protein-coding unit. We obtained
cell lines from a bonobo and a Western chimpanzee. Based
on the sequencing of exons, the bonobo culture comes
from an individual carrying an OAS1 allele, which is
99.5% identical at the amino acid level to class II alleles
(see below), and the Western African chimpanzee is homo-
zygous for the most common allele found in Western chim-
panzee, the A allele (fig. 1). Using a cDNA library generated
from the two cell lines, we amplified the p42 isoform of
OAS1 and sequenced it directly. In each species, we obtain
a single OAS1 sequence identical to the one obtained by
sequencing of the exons. Thus, we are confident that
our PCR amplifications amplify specifically exons from
the OAS1 locus. We then examined the possibility that gene
conversion between OAS1 and OAS2 or OAS3 could have
affected the sequence of OAS1 alleles. Using GENECONV,
we were unable to detect a single significant instance of
gene conversion between OAS1 and any other member
of the OAS gene family. Considering that OAS1, OAS2,
and OAS3 result from duplication events that predate
the origin of mammals (Kumar et al. 2000) and are conse-
quently quite different, any event of gene conversion would
have been readily detected by GENECONV. Thus, we can be
confident that polymorphisms in OAS1 result from novel
mutations in OAS1 and not from the effect of gene
conversion.
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The nucleotide diversity was calculated for each chim-
panzee subspecies using two estimators, p, which estimates
the average number of pairwise differences among sequen-
ces, and Watterson’s h, which estimates diversity from the
number of segregating sites (table 1). Using both estima-
tors, we uncovered extremely high levels of silent diversity
in Central (p 5 1.01%) and Eastern African chimpanzees
(0.65%). We also uncovered an even higher level of nucle-
otide diversity at replacement sites in these two subspecies
(p5 1.18% and 0.79% in Central and Eastern African Chim-
panzees, respectively), which is consistent with the large
number of nonsynonymous SNPs. We compared the silent
diversity in OAS1, which best reflects the neutral history of
the gene, with estimates of diversity in 50 noncoding
sequences analyzed by Yu et al. (2003) and 10 noncoding
regions analyzed in Fischer et al. (2006) and Gilad et al.
(2003) (fig. 2; Eastern chimpanzees are not included be-
cause of small sample size). The silent diversity at OAS1
in Central African chimpanzee falls clearly outside the
range of diversity reported for these 60 putatively neutral
regions of the chimpanzee genome. OAS1 diversity at both

silent and replacement sites is considerably lower in West
African chimpanzee and is well within the range of neutral
diversity reported for this subspecies (fig. 2). The diversity
in bonobo, gorilla, and human is also lower than in Central
and Eastern African chimpanzees (table 1). Thus, the ele-
vated diversity observed in Central and East African chim-
panzee is specific for these subspecies and suggests that
OAS1 has experienced radically different evolutionary
history among chimpanzee subspecies.

The extraordinarily high level of nucleotide variation in
Central and Eastern African chimpanzee strongly suggests
that balancing selection, that is, a form of selection that
maintains polymorphisms in populations, is acting at
the OAS1 locus. We examined this possibility by testing sev-
eral predictions associated with balancing selection. If a lo-
cus is evolving under balancing selection, we expect an
excess of polymorphisms at intermediate frequency in pop-
ulations. Such an excess of intermediate frequency poly-
morphism will inflate the parameter p but will not
affect h, which depends solely on the number of segregat-
ing sites. Under neutrality, the two estimators of diversity p

Frequency
Allele P.t.t. P.t.v. P.t.s. Probability 71 72 83 140 160 161 192 205 281 286 323 349 379 383 410 426 482 485 487 499 525 526 538 601 706 728 739 745 756 764 838 867 870 877 878 909 1008 1089 1090

A 0.143 0.834 0.667 1.000 A G A A C A A A G G C T T A T C C A G G C G T C C A G G A A G A G A C G A T G
B 0.019 1.000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C - - - - - - - - - -
C 0.143 0.019 1.000 - - - - - - - - A - - - A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
D 0.111 1.000 - - - - - - - - - - - G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--------------------------000.1170.0E A - - - - - - - - - - - -
61.0F 7 0.635 - - - - - - - - - A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--------000.1170.0G A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A - - - - - - - - - - - -
--------000.1170.0H A - - - A - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I 0.214 0.019 0.962 C A T G T G - - - - - - A - - T - G - - T - - G - G A C - G A C - G A A G C -
J 0.143 1.000 C A T G T G - - A - - - A - - T - - - - - - - - - G A C - G A C - G A A G C -
K 0.071 0.167 1.000 C - C G T G - - - A - - A - A T - G - - T - - G - G A C - G A C - G A A G C -

--GTGC-C148.0170.0L A - - - A - - T - G - - T - - G - G A C - G A C - G A A G C -

Bonobo 1.000 C - C G T G - - - - T - - - - T T - - - - - - G - G A C C G A C - G A A G C -
GTGC-C000.1namuH - - - - - - - - - - - - A A - - G - - G A C - G A - - - - - G - -

G-G---GGGTGC-C000.1alliroG - - - - - A - A - - - - A C - G A - A - G - G C A

Amino acid position 24 - 28 47 - 69 94 96 108 117 127 128 137 - 161 162 163 167 - 176 180 201 - 243 247 249 - 255 280 289 - - 336 - 364
Residue for allele A K - K Q - T R G A S W D L - T D G D - E Y Q - Q E D - E E R - - Stop - E

T - T R - A H R V A R R Q - I G S N - K D E - R K H - G K S - - W - K
M

Exon 54noxE3noxE2noxE1noxE

C
T
E
R

54 293
H

FIG. 1. Variation at the OAS1 gene in common chimpanzees. The human, gorilla, and pygmy chimpanzee sequences are OAS1 consensus
sequences. The PHASE call probability of each haplotype is indicated.

Table 1. Summary Statistics for OAS1 Coding Sequences.

Polymorphism Taxon Na Sb pc(%) ud(%) Tajima’s De Fu and Li’s Df

Silent Pan troglodytes verus 52 6 0.09 0.51 22.24 24.50
P. t. verus (without Lee) 50 1 0.01 0.06 21.10 21.85
Pan troglodytes troglodytes 14 5 1.01 0.61 2.46 1.33
Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii 6 5 0.65 0.85 21.37 21.40
Pan paniscus 14 1 0.15 0.12 0.54 0.75
Gorilla gorilla 6 3 0.44 0.36 1.12 1.40
Homo sapiens 8 0 0.00 0.00 NA NA

Replacement P. t. verus 52 17 0.11 0.50 22.40 24.79
P. t. verus (without Lee) 50 3 0.04 0.09 21.17 21.74
P. t. troglodytes 14 19 1.18 0.79 1.96 1.07
P. t. schweinfurthii 6 18 0.79 1.00 21.33 21.35
P. paniscus 14 1 0.03 0.04 20.27 0.76
G. gorilla 6 2 0.16 0.16 1.03 1.28
H. sapiens 8 1 0.05 0.07 1.44 0.89

NOTE.—P values , 0.05 are indicated in bold. NA, not applicable.
a Number of chromosomes.
b Number of segregating sites.
c Nucleotide diversity.
d Watterson’s estimator of nucleotide diversity.
e Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989).
f Fu and Li’s D (Fu and Li 1993).
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and h are expected to be equal, which can be tested using
Tajima’s D statistic. In Central African chimpanzee, Tajima’s
D has a statistically significant positive value (D 5 2.46;
P , 0.05) that is higher than any of the values calculated
for the 60 noncoding regions of reference (fig. 2; lower
panel). A positive value of D is consistent with an excess
of intermediate-frequency alleles and supports the action
of balancing selection, but it can also be interpreted as
evidence of changes in population size (e.g., a population
bottleneck) or fine-scale population structure. However,
demographic events will affect all loci, whereas the effect
of natural selection will be locus specific. In Central chim-
panzees, the allele frequency spectrum in neutral region of
the genome is generally skewed toward rare alleles and neg-
ative D values (fig. 2; lower panel). Thus, the significantly
elevated value of Tajima’s D at OAS1 is more likely to
be caused by balancing selection than by the demographic
history of Central chimpanzees. Tajima’s D is significantly

negative (D 5 �2.24; P , 0.05) in the Western chimpan-
zee, but this is caused by the presence of a single individual
(Lee; table 1) carrying a divergent haplotype (haplotype I)
most commonly found in Central chimpanzees. If this in-
dividual is excluded from the analysis, Tajima’s D remains
negative (D5�1.10; P. 0.10), but the hypothesis of neu-
trality cannot be rejected. We also used the test developed
by Fu and Li (1993) that compares the number of internal
(‘‘old’’) and external (‘‘young’’) mutations on a gene gene-
alogy to detect selection. If balancing selection is acting on
a locus, an excess of internal mutations relative to external
mutations should be detected and should result in positive
values of the parameter D. This is exactly what we observe
in Central African chimpanzee where an excess of internal
mutations was found (D 5 1.33). Although this value falls
within the range of values expected under neutrality
(�2.43 to 1.45, based on 10,000 coalescent iterations),
it is an outlier when compared with the genome average

FIG. 2. Frequency distribution of nucleotide diversity (top panel) and Tajima’s D (bottom panel) in noncoding DNA of the Central (Pan
troglodytes troglodytes) and Western (Pan troglodytes verus) African chimpanzees. The distributions are derived from the analyses of Gilad et al.
(2003), Yu et al. (2003), and Fischer et al. (2006). The values of nucleotide diversity and Tajima’s D for OAS1 are represented by black (Central
chimpanzees) or gray (Western chimpanzees) arrows. For the Western African populations, Tajima’s D was calculated with (þLee) or without
(�Lee) the single individual (named Lee) carrying a very divergent haplotype (see text).
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calculated using the data of Yu et al. (2003) (�1.78 to
1.15). In Western African chimpanzees, a significantly neg-
ative value of D was calculated (D5�4.50; P, 0.05), but
this was caused by the presence in the sample of the in-
dividual carrying a very divergent haplotype. When this
individual is removed, the hypothesis of neutrality is no
longer rejected.

We further tested the hypothesis that OAS1 is evolving
under balancing selection in Central and Eastern African
chimpanzee by performing a Hudson–Kreitman–Aguadé
test (Hudson et al. 1987), also known as HKA test. This test
is based on the assumption that, under neutrality, polymor-
phism and divergence should be the same across all loci.
The test compares the ratio of polymorphism to diver-
gence between a gene of interest and a collection of pre-
sumably neutral regions of the genome. If the difference
between the ratios is significant using a goodness-of-fit test,
we can reject the hypothesis of neutrality. As neutral re-
gions of reference, we used the 50 noncoding regions se-
quenced by Yu et al. (2003), using the baboon as an
outgroup. The test was performed using the ‘‘HKA’’ soft-
ware, distributed by Dr Jody Hey, which allows for calcula-
tion of statistical significance using coalescent simulations.
We determined that the level of variation at OAS1 in Cen-
tral chimpanzees significantly exceeds what is expected
given the divergence between chimpanzee and baboon
and is not compatible with neutrality, thus confirming the
balancing selection hypothesis (sum of deviations 5 90.64;
P 5 0.0003). In addition, the test of maximum cell value
showed that OAS1 is an outlier (cell value 5 41.53;
P , 0.0001), and its removal from the data set produced
nonsignificant tests. In Western chimpanzees, we were
also able to reject the hypothesis of neutrality (sum of
deviations 5 77.48; P 5 0.0058), but this result was due
to the presence of the same individual (Lee) mentioned
above. When Lee is excluded from the analysis, the
hypothesis of neutrality is no longer rejected (sum of de-
viations 5 45.38; P 5 0.62). Note that the results of the
HKA test need to be taken with caution because one of
the assumptions of the HKA test, the absence of intralocus
recombination, does not hold in our case (see below).

Finally, we tested the prediction that if OAS1 is evolving
under balancing selection, a significant excess of polymorphic
replacement relative to silent ones is expected (table 2). Under
neutrality, the amount of intraspecific polymorphism is cor-
related to the level of between species divergence, and this
should hold for both silent and replacement sites. We com-
pared the level of polymorphism at silent and replacement
sites with the level of fixation between chimpanzee and
baboon at silent and replacement sites by calculating
N.I. (Rand and Kann 1996). In Central and Eastern African
chimpanzees, the N.I. reveals a more than 2-fold excess of
replacement polymorphisms relative to silent ones. Al-
though these differences are not statistically significant
(P5 0.077 and 0.139 for the Central and Eastern chimpan-
zees, respectively), the excess of replacement polymor-
phisms is consistent with the action of balancing
selection in these two subspecies.

LD and Age of the Haplotypes
The combination of SNPs results in 13 haplotypes in chim-
panzees (fig. 1). A LD analysis (fig. 3A) reveals a striking
pattern of LD between SNPs located in exon 1 and SNPs
located in exons 3 and 4. In fact, most SNPs in exons 1
and 4 are in complete LD, although exon 1 is separated
from exon 4 by more than 8 Kb of sequence. Conversely,
there is little LD between the SNPs in exons 1 and 2, which
are 1.3 Kb apart, and between exons 2 and 3, which are
separated by a 2.2 Kb intron. This pattern suggests that re-
combination has affected the evolution of this gene, and
indeed, we estimated using the four gametes test (Hudson
and Kaplan 1985) that a minimum of three recombination
events is necessary to explain the data. Thus, the nonran-
dom association of SNPs is not attributable to a lack of re-
combination, as LD decays in OAS1 over distances shorter
than 1.3 Kb (i.e., the distance between exons 1 and 2). In-
stead, this pattern suggests that selection could be favoring
LD, possibly because of epistatic interactions between
polymorphisms in exons 1 and 4.

Based on the combinations of polymorphic a.a. in exons
1 and 4, haplotypes cluster into two clearly distinct classes
separated by a long branch on a network analysis (fig. 4):
class I (haplotypes A to H) and class II (haplotypes I to L).
Class I and II alleles are found at similar frequencies in Cen-
tral African chimpanzees (0.43 and 0.57, respectively), but
class I alleles dominate in Western African chimpanzees
(0.98) as a single individual (Lee) carries a class II allele.
We calculated the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous
divergence x between these classes (excluding recombi-
nant haplotypes), and we found that it was significantly
higher than 1 (mean estimate of x 51.82). A value of
x higher than 1 indicates that some form of selection
in favor of amino acid changes is acting on a gene and
is also consistent with the action of balancing selection.
We then used two different approaches to determine
the TMRCA of the two classes of haplotypes. First, we used
the approach implemented in NETWORK to estimate the
TMRCA. We used two mutation rates, one based on the
average divergence between chimpanzee and orangutan
(see Materials and Methods section) and one based on
the number of fixed differences between orangutan and
human and a divergence time of 18.3 My. These calibrations
yielded TMRCA estimates of 13.2 My (SD 5 2.7 My) and

Table 2. Polymorphism and Divergence for Silent (S) and
Replacement (R) Sites in Chimpanzees.

Polymorphisms
Divergence
from Baboon

N.I. PaR S R S

Pan troglodytes
troglodytes 21 5 15 12 2.500 0.077

Pan troglodytes
schweinfurthii 19 5 16 12 2.156 0.139

Pan troglodytes verus 19 6 15 12 2.044 0.152
P. t. verus (without Lee) 3 1 24 14 1.361 1.000
Pan paniscus 1 1 23 15 1.087 1.000

a P values calculated using a two-tailed Fisher exact test.
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16.2 My (SD 5 3.3 My), respectively. Second, we used the
coalescent approach implemented in GENETREE. This ap-
proach assumes an infinite site model without recombina-
tion; thus we removed recombinant haplotypes. Using the
mutation rates described above and a generation time of 20
years, we obtained estimates for the TMRCA of 15.25 My
(SD 5 3.1 My; HML 5 11.29; Ne ; 20,000) and 18.0 My
(SD 5 3.7 My), which are close to the estimates obtained

using the NETWORK approach. These values are older than
the split between human, chimpanzee, and gorilla, estimated
at 8.6 My, indicating that the origin of the two classes of
alleles predate the separation between hominoids.

Discussion
We found that the OAS1 gene is extremely polymorphic in
the Central and Eastern African subspecies of the

FIG. 3. (A) Plot of the association between SNPs across the OAS1 gene. Black boxes indicate significant LD at the 1% level and gray boxes at the
5% level. The numbers correspond to the nucleotide positions and the number in parenthesis to the amino acid positions. Numbers in red
correspond to the a.a. that are mapped on the secondary structure of OAS1 (bottom panel). The diagram above the plot shows the five exons
(in green) constitutive of the p42 isoform of OAS1. The numbers above the diagram indicates the length of the introns in Kilobase. (B)
Secondary structure of the OAS1 protein. The structure was previously resolved by Hartmann et al. (2003). The blue arrow indicates the
position of the positively charged groove believed to act as a dsRNA-binding site. The red balls indicate the position of a.a. that were mutated
experimentally by Hartmann et al. (2003) to demonstrate their contribution to the protein’s ability to bind dsRNA. The blue and the green
balls correspond to polymorphic a.a. in exon 1 and in exons 3 and 4, respectively.
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chimpanzee and is, in fact, much more variable than neu-
tral regions of the chimpanzee genome. The level of poly-
morphism we report at OAS1 is, to our knowledge, the
highest in hominoids outside the MHC. Such a high level
of polymorphism is extremely unusual and strongly sug-
gests that OAS1 has evolved under balancing selection.
We provide several lines of evidence that support this
hypothesis, including a significant excess of intermediate
frequency polymorphism, a significant deviation from neu-
trality as revealed by the HKA test, an excess of replace-
ment polymorphisms relative to silent ones, and a high
ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions.
We further estimate that long-term balancing selection
has favored the persistence of two deeply divergent hap-
lotypic lineages for an extended period of evolutionary
times, ranging from 13.2 to 18.0 My, depending on the
estimates. Thus, the allelic variation at OAS1 is older than
the split between humans, chimpanzees, and gorillas that
occurred 8.6 Ma (Steiper and Young 2006), making this
polymorphism the oldest one in hominoids outside the
MHC (Lawlor et al. 1988; Mayer et al. 1988). Balanced poly-
morphisms are apparently rare in nature, and their persis-
tence across speciation events is even more uncommon
(Charlesworth 2006). This is because the signature of bal-
ancing selection can easily be erased by recombination and
drift. The evolution of novel alleles that sweep the popu-
lation and replace preexisting polymorphisms (De Groot
et al. 2002) as well as drastic reductions in population size
can similarly reduce the diversity of loci that have evolved
under balancing selection. In hominoids, the only well-
established cases of long-term balancing selection resulting
in trans-specific polymorphism involve genes of the MHC
(Lawlor et al. 1988; Mayer et al. 1988), the TRIM5 locus
(Cagliani, Fumagalli, Biasin, et al. 2010), and possibly the
PRIM2 locus (Hodgkinson and Eyre-Walker 2010). The im-

portance of balancing selection in maintaining polymor-
phisms in population has been a matter of debate since
the origin of the field of molecular evolution. Although bal-
ancing selection is unlikely to be common (Bubb et al.
2006), recent studies have suggested that it could have
had a significant impact on human evolution. For instance,
Andres et al. (2009) performed a scan of the human ge-
nome and identified conservatively 60 genes harboring
the signature of balancing selection. Candidate gene ap-
proaches have also detected the signature of balancing se-
lection on a number of loci and the list of genes believed to
evolve under balancing selection has considerably in-
creased in recent year (Bamshad et al. 2002; Verrelli
et al. 2002; Baysal et al. 2007; Cagliani et al. 2008; Fumagalli
et al. 2009; Cagliani, Fumagalli, Riva, et al. 2010). However, in
all those cases, the balanced polymorphisms are compar-
atively much younger than the one at the MHC and OAS1.
The scarcity of ancient balanced polymorphisms in human
might result from the demographic history of our species.
Humans went through a population bottleneck that
caused a reduction in polymorphisms, including balanced
ones. Other hominoids (e.g., chimpanzees) do not seem to
have suffered a population bottleneck to the same extent
humans have (Stone et al. 2002; Fischer et al. 2006; Becquet
et al. 2007) and are more likely to have retained ancestral
polymorphisms. In particular, Central African chimpanzees
have maintained a long-term effective population size
much larger than the Western and Eastern subspecies
(Hey 2010; Wegmann and Excoffier 2010), which could ex-
plain the persistence of balanced polymorphisms in Central
populations and the near fixation of class I alleles in West-
ern chimpanzees. In Western chimpanzee, a class II allele
was found in a single individual (Lee), whereas all the other
individuals carried class I alleles. It is possible that the class II
allele in Western chimpanzee results from recent gene flow

FIG. 4. Genealogy of the OAS1 haplotypes in Central African chimpanzee reconstructed through a reduced median network. Each yellow circle
corresponds to a different haplotype. The ORANG node corresponds to the orangutan OAS1.
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from Central to Western chimpanzee, but more population
data will be necessary to answer this question. It is also pos-
sible that the differences in frequency of class I and II alleles
between chimpanzee subspecies results from the exposure
of chimpanzees to different viruses in Western and Central
Africa. This was previously suggested to explain differences
in variation at HIV susceptibility loci (MacFie et al. 2009)
among chimpanzee subspecies.

The observation that OAS1 is evolving under balancing
selection implies some functional differences between class
I and II haplotypes. We examined this possibility by mapping
the polymorphic amino acids (a.a.) on the crystal structure
of the OAS1 protein (fig. 3B) that was previously resolved by
Hartmann et al. (2003) (fig. 3B). The dsRNA-binding domain
of the OAS1 protein corresponds to a positively charged
groove on the back face of the structure (indicated by a blue
arrow on fig. 3B). It is believed that the binding of dsRNA to
this groove leads to conformational changes of the protein
necessary for its activation. We found that the four polymor-
phic a.a. in exon 1 (a.a. 24, 28, 47, and 54) as well as a.a. 201 in
exon 3 are located directly in the positively charged grove
and could very well be participating in the dsRNA-binding
activity of the protein. Interestingly, all these changes involve
positively charged a.a. (R, H, and K; fig. 1), and it is plausible
that changes at these sites affect the charge and binding
property of the protein, although this needs experimental
validation. This raises the intriguing possibility that balancing
selection at OAS1 is driven by interactions between the
OAS1 protein and viral dsRNA. Thus, it is plausible that class
I and II alleles confer different level of protection during viral
infection or protect the host against different viral strains.
This hypothesis is consistent with studies that found an as-
sociation between polymorphisms in OAS1 and differences
in susceptibility to SARS, hepatitis C, and West Nile virus
(Knapp et al. 2003; Hamano et al. 2005; Lim et al. 2009). This
is also consistent with studies in mice that have shown that
variation at one OAS1 homolog, Oas1b, accounts for differ-
ence in susceptibility against flavivirus infection (Mashimo
et al. 2002; Perelygin et al. 2002) among mice strains. Inter-
estingly, we recently discovered that long-term balancing se-
lection is also acting on this gene in mice (Ferguson et al.
2008). However, this model does not account for the persis-
tence of polymorphisms in exon 4 (a.a. 243, 247, 249, 255,
280, 289, and 293). These residues are located on the surface
of the protein in a region with no well-defined function but
which could play a role in the folding of the protein (Hart-
mann et al. 2003), and there is no reason to believe that they
are involved in dsRNA binding. In fact, an experimental mu-
tation at position 247 (a.a. 246 in Hartmann et al. 2003) does
not affect the dsRNA-binding affinity of the protein. The ex-
act role of this region and the impact of these polymor-
phisms on the function of the protein will require further
experiments.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary table 1 is available at Molecular Biology and
Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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